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--DECISION 

DEL CASTILLO, J.: 

Assailed in this appeal is the Jmmary 29, 2015 Decision1 of the Court of 
Appeals (CA) in CA-G.R. CR-HC No. 05930 which affinned the October 10, 
2012 Decision2 of the Regional Trial Court (RTC), Branch 75, Olongapo City, 
finding Glenn De Guzman y Delos Reyes (appe11a.nt) guilty beyond reasonable 
doubt of violating Sections 5 and 11, Article II of Republic Act (RA) No. 9165, or 
the Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of2002. 

The Antecedent Facts 

Appellant was charged with the illegal sal<;.i and possession of dangerous 
drugs, as well as the us~ of dangerous dn1gs under Sections 5, 11and15, Article II 
of RA 9165 in three !nfonnations3 dated November 16, 2009 which read:~~ 

------------------
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£,'rimin.gl Case /Iii>. 627-20{)2. 

That on or about the twelth [sic] (12Ll1) day of November, 2009, in the 
City of Olongapo, Philippines, and \Vi.thin the jurisdiction of this Honorable 
Court, the above-named accused, did then and there willfully, unlawfully and 
knowingly deliver to POl Lawrence Reyes Phpl00.00 (SN-S528347) woith of 
marijuana fruiting tops, which is a dangerous drug1,J in one ( 1) pla5tic sachet 
weighing Two Grams C:U1(i Fifty Th<.msandths of a gram (2.050 gm.) 

Crirninal c_ase No. 628-2009 

That on or about the twelfth (12ti') day of November, 2009, in the City of 
01ongapo, Philippines, and within the jurisdiction of this Honorable CoLtrt, the 
above-named accused, did then and there willfully, tmlawfully and knowingly 
have in his effective possession and control, four (4) heat-scaled transparent 
plastic sachets containing marijuana fruiting tops weighing 8.645 gms. and one 
(l) pc. of ziplock containing small bricks of marijuana fruiting tops weighing 
32.825 grams said accused not having the corresponding license or prescription 
to possess said dangerous drugs. 

~[iminal Case No. 629-?009 

That on or about the twelfth (12°1
) day of November, 2009, in lhe City of 

Olongapo, Philippines, and within the jurisdiction of this Honorable Court, the 
above-nan1ed accused, without being lmvfully authorized, did then and there 
willfully, unlawfully and knowingly, was found to be positive for use of THC 
metabolites, a dangerous drug after a confirmatory test. 

During his arraignment on December I 0, 2009, appellant entered a plea of 
not guilty.4 T1ial thereailer ensued. 

Version of the Prosecution 

On NovembGr 12, 2009, at around 11 :45 p.m., the Anti-Illegal Drugs 
Special Unit of Olongapo City, in coordination with the Philippine Drug 
Enforcement Agency (PDEA), conducted an entrapment operation against 
appellant a1ong Bal.ic~ba1ic Street, Sta. Rita, Olongapo City. Prior surveillance had 
confim1ed numerous reports that appellant was indiscriminately selling marijuana 
within the neighborhood.5 

During the pre-operation briefing, P/lnsp. Julius Javier designated POl 
Lawrence Reyes (POl Reyes) as postoi..rr~buyer, SP01 Allan Delos Reyes (SP01 
Delos Reyes) as case investigator and back-up, P02 David Domingo as spotter, 

dtl I .. . , 6 h 
an 1fee ot1er poucemen as penmeter security. /?-'?< ~ 

" 

Id. at 52-54. 
Rolle;, p. 2. 
id. 
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At the target area, appellant approached POl Reyes and asked if he wanted 
to buy marijuana. POI Reyes accepted the offer and handed the ~100,00 marked 
money to appellant who, in tum, gave him a sachet of marijuana fruiting tops. 
Once the exchange was completed, POI Reyes grabbed appellant's right hand 
which served as the pre-arranged signal that the transaction had been 
consummated. 7 

. 

SPOI Delos Reyes rushed to the scene and assisted POI Reyes in 
conducting a body search on appellant. They introduced themselves as police 
officers, info111;1ed appellant of his constitutional rights and placed him under 
atTest. After the body search, SPOl Delos Reyes recovered the Pl00.00 marked 
money, four sachets of marijuana and one plastic pack containing a small brick of 
marijuana fruiting tops.8 

The entrapment teill'D: immediately brought appellant to the police station 
after his relatives created a commotion and tried to interfere in appellant's arrest.9 

At the police station, PO l Reyes marked the sachet that was the subject of 
the buy-bust operation with his initials ''LR" and turned it over to SPO l Delos 
Reyes who also put his initials "ADR" thereon. SPO I Delos Reyes separately 
marked the other four sachets and the plastic pack that he had confiscated from 
appellant during the body search with his initials "ADR."10 

SPOI Delos Reyes then prepared the Invt;ntory Receipt, the Letter Request 
for Laboratory Examination, and the Request for Drug Test. 11 Photographs of the 
confiscated items were also taken. Notably, only two barangay officials were 
present during the conduct of a physical inventory of the seized items - there were 
no representatives from both the Department of Justice (DOJ) cmd the media. 12 

Later, SPOl Delos Reyes personally turned over the seized items to the 
Regional Crime Laboratory in Olongapo City. 13 On November 13, 2009, 
Forensic Chemist Arlyn Dascil (Fonmsic Chemist DascU) conducted a qualitative 
examination on the subject specimens to determine the presence of dangerous 
drugs. Based on. Chemistry Report No. 0..074-2009-0CC~,14 ~zed items 
tested positive for the presence of marijuana, a dangerous dru~ ~ 

rd. at 3, 
Id. 

9 Id. 
io Id. 
11 CA rollo, p. I 00. 
12 Rollo, p. 3. 
13 Id. 
14 Records, p. 4. 
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Version of the Defen~·e 

Appellant raised the defenses of denia] and frame-up and insisted that the 
evidence against him was planted. He nmTated that, while on his way home from 
a party, some anned men alighted from a van and asked for the whereabouts of a 
certain "Bunso." After failing to provide an answer, he was frisked and brought to 
the police station where he was incarcerated and forced to point to the dmgs on the 
table as pictures were taken. 15 

Ruling of the Regional Trial Court 

In its Decision dated October 10, 2012, the RfC fmmd appellant guilty 
beyond reasonable doubt of violating Sections 5 and 11, Article Hof RA 9165. It 
held that: 

x x x Jn this case, the delivery of the illicit chug to the poseur-buyer and the 
receipt by the seller of the marked money successfttlly <:onsummated the buy
bust transaction. This was further colToboratcd by the presentation of the marked 
money in evidence. Moreover, the failure of the accused to successfully impute 
false motive to the policemen who arrested him strengthens the presumption that 
they were in the regular discharge of duties when they entrapped the accused and 
later charged him with drug pushing x x x. 16 

The RTC also held that "the integrity and the evidentiary value of the dn1g 
involved were safoguarded," 17 as the seized items were ''immediately marked for 
proper identification by the seizing officers and turned over to SPOl Delos Reyes 
who, in tum, prepared the receipt of evidence in the presence of the accused, 

b f' h l' d h . " 18 mem ers o t e po 1ce an arangay representatives. 

Nevertheless, the RTC acquitted appellant of the charge of use of 
dangerous drngs under Section 15, Artick?- Hof RA 9165, considi.;ring that Section 
15 is inapplicable where "the person tested is also found to have in his/her 

. l . f d .l. ,, 19 • tl . possess10n sue 1 quantity o ·any angerous w·ug, ;;lS m us case. 

Accordingly, the RTC sentenced appellant to suffor the penalties ot: a) lifo 
imprisonment and a fine of P500,000.00 fix violation of Section 5, A1iicle II of 
RA 9165 in Criminal Case No. 627~09; and b) imprisonment from twelve (12) 

Y':':'__"Tl{j o~~-(~da~ourteen ( 14) years and eight (8) months and a fine :;#atW 
1
) Rollo, pp. 3·4. 

16 CA roflo, pp. 70-7 l. 
17 Id. at 74. 
I~ Id. 
19 Id. at 69. 
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~300,000.00 for violation of Section 11, Article II of RA 9165 in Criminal Case 
No. 628-09. 20 

Appellant thereafter appealed the RTC Decision before the CA. 

Ruling of the Court of Appeals 

In its Decision dated January 29, 2015~ the CA affim1ed the assailed RTC 
Decision in toto. It 11pheld the RTC's findings that the prosecution was able to 
sufficiently establish all the elements of both the illegal sale and possession of 

?J dangerous drugs,-

The CA noted that appellant was positively identified by POI Reyes. the 
poseur-buyer, as the person who sold to him a sachet of marijuana that was 
presented in cotrrt for PI00.00 during the entrapment operation.22 It emphasized 
that "[i]n cases of illegal sale of dangerous drugs, the delivery of the contraband to 
the poseur-buyer and the receipt by the accused of the marked money 
consummate the transaction. "23 

In addition, the CA ruled that alJ the elements of illegal possession of 
marijuana were present in the case, considering that: first, four sachets of 
marijuana and one plastic pack contaiµing a small brick of marijuana fruiting tops 
were found in appellant's possession after a lawful search on his person; and 
second, appe1lant failed to adduce evidence showing his legal authority to possess 
the contrabands recovered from him. 24 

Fina.Uy, the CA held that "tbe prosecution [had] adequately shown the 
unbroken possession and subsequent transfers of the confiscated items through the: 
following links in the chain of custody:"25 

(1) POI Reyes marked the plastic sachet that was subject of the buy-bust 
with "LR" and tumed it over to case investigator SPO 1 Delos Reyes who 
marked it with hi~ own initials ''ADR ·~ On the other hand, the four other 
sachets and plastic pack searched from the person of the accused were 
separately marked py SPOJ Delos Reyes with his initials "ADR"; 

(2) A request for laboratory examination of the sciz<?<l items was then 
prepared by SPOl Delos Reye~#' 

20 Id. at 75~ 76. 
21 Rollo, pp. 5-6. 
22 Id. at 5. 
23 ld. 
24 Id. at 6. 
2s Id. 
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(3) The request and the marked items were personally delivered by SPOl 
Delos Reyes to the Regional Crime Laboratmy; 

(4) Chemistry Report No. D-074-2009-0CCLO confinneJ that the 
specimens contained mar~juana; and, 

(5) The marked items were otlcrcd in evidence as Exhibits "I", "1-I'' and "l-
2,,.26 

Aggrieved, appellant filed the present appeal. 

The Issue 

Appellant raises the sole issue of whether the chain of custody over the 
seized items had n~mained unbroken despite the arresting officers: failure to 
strictly comply with the requirements under Section 21, Article II of RA 9165, i.e., 
the failure to mark the seized items at the crime scene, and the absence of the 
representatives from both the DOJ i:md the media during the conduct of the 
physical inventory and taking of photographs of said items. 

The Court's Ruling 

''For prosecutions involving dangerous drugs, the dangerous drug itself 
constitutes as the corpus delicti of the offonse and the fact of its exjstence is vita] 
to sustain a judgment of conviction beyond reasonable doubt."27 Like the other 
elements of the offonsc/s charged~ the identity of the dangerous drug must be 
established with moral certainty. Sud·1 proof requires "an umvavering exactitude 
that the dangerous drug presented in court as evidence against the accused is the 
same as that seized from hirn."28 

Thus, in prosi;cutions for the !Hegal s~k of dangerous drugs, what is 
niaterial "is the proof that the transaction or sale or [sic] had actually taken place, 
coupled vvith tht.; presentation in court of evidence of [the] corpus delicti. "29 

Similarly, in illegal possession of dangerous drugs, aside from the elerrn~nts of the 
offense. "the evidence of the corpus delicti must be established beyond 
r . j .J J l ,,30 lrcasonab c. · OUL)L · · 

, No~~' howev~1>. that
1 

the pres.·entation of_ovi~iem;e c~tablishin~ the eleme1~1~s.·· 
ot the ollcnses of tllega1 sale mid possession of dangerous arugs alone is 
----------·------~-------- 'ol%( 
06 

!d' :it ti-'!. 
Xi Dcrilo v. l'eupie, 784 Phil. 679, 686 t .~ti I 6) . 
. rn Id. 
29 People v. l'w/o::a, 605 Phil. 88J. 890 (_2009). 
~·· l.d. 
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insufficient to secure or sustain a conviction under RA. 9165. In People v. 
Denoman,31 the Court explained: 

A successful prosecution for the sale of illegal drugs requires more than 
the perfunctory presentation of evidence establishing e11ch element of the crime: 
the identities of the buyer and seller, the transaction or sale of the illegal drug and 
the existence of the corpus delicti. In securing Qr sustaining a conviction under 
RA No. 9165, the intrinsic worth ofthese pieces of evidence, especially the 
identity and integrity of the corpus delicti, must definitely be shown to have been 
preserved. This requirement necessarily arises from the illegal drug's unique 
characteristic that renders it indistinct, not readily identifiable, and easily open to 
tampering, altemtion or substitution either by accident or otherwise. Thus, to 
remove any doubt or uncertainty on the identity and integrity of the seized 
drug, evidence must definitely show that the illegal drug presented in court 
is the same illegal drug actually recovered from the accused-appellant; 
otherwise, the prosecution for possession or for drug pushing under RA No. 
9165 fail~.32 (Emphasis supplied) 

Section 21, Article II of RA 9165 provides the procedural safeguards that 
the apprehending team shouid observe in the handling of seized illegal drugs in 
order to preserve their identitfand integrity as evidence. "As indicated by their 
mandatmy terms, strict compliance with the prescribed procedure is essential and 
the prosecution must show compliance in every case."33 

The procedure under Section 21, par. 1 of RA 9165, as amended by RA 
l 0640,34 is as follows: 

Section 21. Custody and Disposition of Confiscated, Seized, and/or 
Surrendered Dangerous Drugs, Plant Sources of Dangerous Drugs, Controlled 
Precursors and Essential Chemkals, lnstruments/Paraphemalia and/or 
Laboratory Equipment. -- 'The PDEA shall take c;harge and have custody of all 
dangerous drugs. x x x so confiscated, seized and/or surrendered, for proper 
disposition in the tollowing manner: 

(1) The apprehending team having initial custody and control of the 
dangerous drugs, x x x shall, immediately after seizure and confiscation, conduct 
a physical inventory of the seized items and photog111ph the same in the presence 
of the µccused or the persons from whom such items were confiscated and/or 
seized, or hisrher representative or counsel, with tU1 elected public official and a 
representative of the National Prosecution Service or the media who shall be 
required to sign the copies of the inventory and be given a copy thereof; 
Provided, Timt the physical inventory and photograph shall be conducted at th~. 
place where the search wan·a.nt is served; or at the nearest police station or at the ~ 

. . . 

31 612Phil.1165(2009), 
32 Id. at 1175. 
33 Id. Italics supp lied, 
34 AN ACT TO FURTHER STRENGTHEN THE ANTI-DRUG CAMPAIGN OF THE GOVERNMENT, 

AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSH SECTION 21 OF REPUBLIC ACT NO. 9165, OTHERWISE 
KNOWN AS THE ''COMPREHENSIVE DANGEROUS DRUGS ACT OF 2002". Approved July 15, 
2014. 
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nearest office of the apprehending oflicer/lcum, 'Nhichever is practicable, in case 
of waimntless seizures: Provided, jinally, 1bat noncompliance of these 
requirements under justifiable grounds, as long as the integrity and the 
evidentiary value of the seized items a.re properly preserved by the apprehending 
officer/teai11, shall not render void and invalid such seizures and custody over 
said items. 

In this case, the records show that the buy-bust team had failed to strictly 
comply with the prescribed procedure under Section 21, par. 1. Although the 
seized items were marked at the police station, there is nothing on record to show 
that the marking had been done in the presence of appellant or his 
representatives.35 Clearly, this constitutes u major lapse that, when left 
unexplained, is.fatal to the prosecution's case. 

To be sure, non-compliance with the prescribed procedures under Section 
21, par. 1, does not, as it should not, automatically result in an accused's acquittal. 
The last sentence of Section 21(1), Article II o-fRA 9165, as amended, provides a 
saving mechanism, viz.: 

Providecl, finalzy, That noncompliance of these requirements under justifiable 
grounds, as long as the integrity and the cvidentiary value of the seized items are 
properly preserved by the apprehending officer/learn, shall not render void and 
invalid such seizures and custody over said ilems. 

I-fowever, this saving mechanism operates only "under justifiable grom1ds, 
and as long as the integrity and the evidentiary value of the seized items are 
properly preserved by the apprehending officer/team."36 Thus, it is incwnbent 
upon the prosecution to: a) recognize and explain the lapse or lapses committed by 
the apprehending team; and b) demonstrate that thi;; integrity and evidentiary value 
of the evidence seized had been preserved, despite the failure to follow the 
procedural safeguards under RA 9165.37 

Unfortunately, the prosecution failed not only to recognize and explain the 
procedural lapses cmmnitted by the buy-bust team, but also to adduce evidence 
establishing the chain of custody of the seized items that would demonstrate that 
the integrity and evidentiary value of said items had been preserved. 

In Derilo v. People,38 the Cornt laid down the guidelines in ord~r to show 
fill unbroken chain of custody of seized dfil!gerous drugs, viz.~# 

J:i See TSN, April 13, 2010, pp. 3A; records, pp. 108-109. See also TSN, May 31, 201 l, pp. 11-!2; records, 
pp. 220-221. 

Jr. People 1•. Prudencio, G.R. No. 205148, November 16, 2016. 
37 People v. Denonwn, supra note 31 at l l 78. 
38 Supra note 27 at 687. 
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To show an unbroken link in the chain of custody, the prosecution's 
evidence must include testimony about every link in the chain, from the 
moment the item was seized to the time it is offered in court as evidence, such 
that every person who handled the evidence would acknowledge how and from 
whom it was received, where it wa-, and what happened to it while in the witness' 
possession, the condition in which it was received and the condition in which it 
was delivered to the next link in the chain. The same witness would then describe 
the precautions taken to ensure that there had been no change in the condition of 
the item and no opportunity for someone not in the chain to have its possession. 
lt is from the testimony of every witness who handled the evidence from 
which a reliable assurance can be derived that the evidence presented in 
court is one and the same as that seized from the accus(.~d.39 (Emphasis in the 
original) 

In simpler terms, the following links must be established in order to ensure 
that the identity and integrity of the seized items had not been compromised: first, 
the seizure and marking, if practicable, of the illegal drug recovered from the 
accused by the apprehending officer; second, the turnover of the illegal drug 
seized by the apprehending officer to the investigating officer; third, the turnover 
by the investigating officer of the illegal drug to the forensic chemist for laboratory 
examination; and fourth, the turnover and submission of the marked illegal drug 
seized from the forensic chemist to the court.40 

a) The first and second links 

The first crucial link in the chain of custody pertains to the time the 
marijuana was seized from appellant up to its delivery at the police station. 

Although the records show that PO 1 Reyes turned over the sachet of 
marijuana that was the su~ject of th(( sale to SPO 1 Delos Reyes at the police 
station,41 and SPOl Delos Reyes himself was the one who confiscated the four 
sachets of marijuana and one plastic pack containing a brick of marijuana after 
conducting a lawful search on appellant,42 their testimonies are glaringly silent on 
details regarding the handling and disposition of the seized items after appellant's 
arrest. They both failed to disclose the identity of the person/s who had custody 
and possession of the confiscated items after their seizure, or that they themselves 
had retained custody ~the same from the place of arrest until they reached the 
police station.43 ~ oAf 

______ ..,____ .... ---~-

39 ld. at 687. 
40 Id. 
41 TSN, April 13, 2010, p. 3; records, p. 108. 
4

J TSN, May JI, 201 l, pp. 9-10; re(:ords; pp. 218-219. 
4'l • · People v. Kamad, 624 Phtl. 289, 304·305 (2010). 
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b) The third link 

The prosecution's evidence relating to the third. link in the chain of custody, 
i.e., the turnover of the seized items from the investigating officer to the forensic 
chemist, also has loopholes. The pertinent pmtion of SPO l Delos Reyes' direct 
testimony is quoted below: 

[FISCAL M. F. BANARES] 

Q: Mr. Witness, was the PNP Crime Laboratory able to (:xaminc the 
evidence recovered from [appellant]? 

A: Yes, ma'am. 

Q: Who turned over the sachets of marijuana to the PNP Crime Laboratory 
for examination? 

A: I myself ma'am, and the other CAIDSOT members. 

Q: What evidence do you have to prove that you were the one who turned 
over the marijuana with the PNP Crime Laboratory? 

A: I signed the ddive1y receipt. 

Q: Are you referring to the stmnp receipt that you brought the specimen to 
the crime laboratmy for examination? 
Y . 1· . ] 44 A: es, srr sic . 

The said request for laboratory examination, as well as the specimens, were 
supposedly received by a certain '"PO I Menor."45 However, SPOl Delos Reyes 
did not testify in this regard; neither did "POl Menor.'~ Clearly, the prosecution 
failed to disclose the identity of the person who had custody of the seized items 
alter its turnover by SPO 1 Delos Reyes; the identity of the person who turned over 
the items to Forensic Chemist Dascil, and the identity of the person who had 
custody thereof after they were examined by the forensic chemist and before they 
were presented in court. 

c) The fourth link 

The fourth link in the chain of custody, i.e. the turnover of the seized 
items from the forensic chemist to the court, presents an wmsual twist in the 
prosecution's evidence in this case. Notably, the forensic chemist did not testify in 
court. Instead, the prosecution and the defonse stipulated on her testimony as 
follows: 

I. That 1\rlyn_ Dascil L$ u~_F::rensi~mist assign~d 
_______ Labor~o:y m _Olongapo City~$# 
44 TSN, May 31, 20 I I, p. 19; r.-::cords, p. 227. 
45 Set! records, p 144. 

at the PNP Crime 
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2. That she examined the specimen subject matter of [the] case; 

3. That based on her examination, the specimen suqject of [the] case was folllld 
positive for marijuana as shO\vn by Chemistry Report No. D-074-2009, 
marked as Exhibit "H"; 

4. That upon the request of the City Prosecutor's Office, the Evidence 
Custodian of [the] PNP Crime Laboratory turned over the specimen 
subject matter of (the] case to the Prosecutor's Office.46 (Empha5is 
supplied) 

It appears, based on the prosecution's evidence no less, that for reasons 
unknown, the PNP Crime Laboratory agreed to turn over custody of the seized 
items to an unnamed receiving person at the City Prosecutor's Office before they 
were submitted as evidence to the trial court. It should be emphasized that the 
City Prosecutor's Office is not, nor has it ever been, a part of the chain of custody 
of seized dangerous drugs. .It has absolutely no business in taking custody of 
dangerous drugs before they are brought b~fore the court, 

Given the flagrant procedural lapses committed by the police in handling 
the seized marijuana and the serious evidentiary gaps in the chain of its custody, 
the lower courts clearly misapplied the presumption of regularity in the 
perfonnance of official duties in the prosecution's favor. After all, it is settled that 
a presumption of regularity cannot arise where the questioned official acts 

l . I 47 • th. are patenty 1rrcgu ar, a<:> m · is case. 

All told, the totality of these oircvmstances leads the Court to inevitably 
conclude that the identity of the c01pus delicti was not proven beyond reasonable 
doubt. TI1e failure of the prosecution to establish an unbroken chain of custody 
over the seized marijuana is.fatal to its cause. 

WHEREFORE, premises considered, we hereby REVERSE and SET 
ASIDE the January 29, 2015 Decision of the Court of Appeals in CA~G.R. CR
HC No. 05930. Appellant Glenn De Guzman y Delos Reyes is hereby 
ACQUIITED of the charges of violation of Sections 5 and 11, Article 11 of 
Republic Act No. 9165, for failure of the prosecution to prove his guilt beyond 
reasonable doubt. His immediate RELEASE from detention is hereby ordered 
un1ess he is being held for another lawful cause. 

Let a copy of this Decision be furnished the Director of the Bureau of 
Corrections, Muntinlupa City for immediate implementation, who is then also 
direc.ted to report to this Cour~ as,99n he has taken within five days from his 
receipt of this Decision. ~7t>CP' 

46 Id. at 135. 
47 See People v. Kamad, supra note 43 at 31 l. Emphasis and italics supplied. 
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SO ORDERED. 

Associate Justice 

WE CONCUR: 

MARIA LOURDES P.A. SERENO 
Chief Justice 
Chairperson 

J~~de~ 
TERESITA J. LEONARDO-DE CASTRO 

Associate Justice 

S. CAGUIOA 

CERTIFICATION 

~ 
.PERALTA 

Pursuant to Section 13, Article VIII of the Constitution, l certify that the 
conclusions in the above Decision had been reached in consultation before the 
case was assigned to the writer of the opinion of the Court's Division. 

MARJA LOURDES P.A. SERENO 
Chief Justice 
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